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day-to-day battles and the outlook of trade unionism. The 
economists also opposed the Leninist party, and believed 
that a revolution in Russia would develop spontaneously, 
as the working class demanded more and more money 
from the capitalists.

Lenin answered the economists in his book, “What Is To 
Be Done? ” He pointed out that while revolutionaries 
'must participate in the day-to-day struggles of the workers, 
this is linked to raising workers’ political consciousness 
through theory, and to building the party from among the 
workers.

Although economism was resoundingly defeated as an 
organized tendency, Lenin remarked in “What Is To Be 
Done? ” (1902), that while economism was a rightist, 
(meaning reformist) outlook, the so called ultra-“leftists” 
really put forward the same views. Underneath their anar
chism and terrorism, these “leftists” liquidated the ques
tion of building the party and organizing the workers.
Both tendencies bowed to the spontaneous movements of 
the day, and believed that revolution would take place 
spontaneously without careful organizational, theoretical", 
and practical work.

In his book, “Left-Wing Communism, an Infantile Disor
der,” , written 18 years later, and three years after the revo
lution, Lenin examined more deeply the question of ultra- 
“leftism.” According to Lenin, the ultra-“leftists” refused 
to practice revolutionary strategy and tactics, and insisted 
instead on a proletarian “pureness” which ruled out any 
possible alliances, compromises, or tactical retreats. They 
refused to work in the trade unions and refused unity with 
other progressive classes and strata outside the proletariat. 
They insisted on building pure revolutionary workers’ or
ganizations based only, on support for the dictatorship of 
the proletariat, and would not work in organizations 
whose political unity was anything more broad.

Time and again, Lenin pointed out that in essence, all 
these ideas of the “leftists” were rightist at their heart be
cause they undermined the genuine revolutionary struggle 
of the workers and their pajty. But he also stressed the 
significance of the “left” disguise that these ideas took. 
Once rightism had been defeated, it was too difficult for 

jM tdie counter-revolutionaries to revive their rightist ideas— 
S  :nd so they had to develop a “left” sounding cover. Trot- 
Pjjsky is perhaps the best example of this. First he was a
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sharp contrast with pre-liberation days when the majority 
went in rags, are today adequately clothed.

Pre-liberation China lagged one to two centuries behind 
developed capitalist countries in industrial development.
At that time China had almost no machine building indus
try. There were only a scanty light industry and a few re
pairing and assembling workshops of a colonial nature in a 
few coastal cities. Today China has her own independent 
basic industries. Her mineral resources have been tapped 
according to plan. Steel production totalled 23 million 
tons in 1972, and was considerably raised in 1973, topping 
the 1949 output, by over 140 times. China now turns out 
more than 1,000 types of steel as well as rolled steel in 
over 20,000 specifications.

As a result of the development of agriculture and indus
try, the state revenue and expenditure have been kept in 
good balance over the past 25 years, with currency and 
prices stable in this period. The market in both city and 
countryside, well stocked with goods, is thriving and for
eign trade expanding. The living standards of the people •

• continue to rise steadily, and the problem of unemploy
ment does not exist. China has accumulated all her con
struction funds from home resources. The implementation 
of her state budget every year has left a moderate surplus. 
She is a country free of internal and external debts.

The Chinese renminbi is one of the few stable currencies 
in the world. The prices of basic necessities including 
grain, cotton cloth, edible oil, salt and coal have for a long 
period been kept low and stable. Since 1953 the average 
price of wheat flour, a staple food, has remained at 0.35 
yuan (about 0.17 U.S. dollars) per kilogramme and that 
of rice at 0.30 yuan per kilogramme. The prices of medi
cines have been reduced by 80 per cent on an average from 
their 1950 levels. There has been a steady increase in the 
sales of bicycles, wrist watches, sewing machines and radio 
sets, which few people could afford to buy before libera
tion but are now common among the working people.

China is a socialist country, but also a developing coun
try. Despite 25 years of great achievements in her nation
al economic development, China’s economy, science and 
technology are not yet highly developed. The Chinese 
people, however, have shown the determination and convic
tion to turn their country into a great socialist nation with 
modern agriculture, industry, national defense, science and 
technology in a not too distant future.

Narodnik, then a Menshevik, and ultimately, when all 
these trends had been defeated he joined the Bolsheviks, 
and became a super-revolutionary, attacking Bolshevism 
from within. Later he was expelled from the communist 
movement after going over to the enemy’s side in practice.

Today, as we recall the heroic October Revolution, we 
should look as Lenin himself suggested not only at the tri
umph of the revolution, “but at the reasons why the Bol
sheviks were able to build up the discipline that revolu
tionary proletariat needs.”

Some lessons which we can draw of the utmost impor
tance in the U.S. today are first, to combat all rightist de
viations on the building of the party itself. We must fight 
for a proletarian vanguard party which can really muster 
the strength and discip'ine to challenge U.S. imperialism, 
and not a nebulous “mass party,” with no organized lea

dership,program, network of connections to the masses, or 
secret work. A new party, to avoid the development of revi
sionist ideology, must consistently practice democratic cen- 
tralism.The building of such a party remains the main task 
of Marxist-Leninists in the U.S.

Second, the party must be built not only in strategic op-
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New China, a lively and solid magazine for all American friends 
>f China, new and old, specialist and nonspecialist.

The first issue is out now. Read William Hinton, author of Fan- 
ihen, on the sharp struggle for socialization of Chinese agriculture 
. . . Dr. Spock on health, hospitals, and children in China . .a 
comparison of Chinese and American workers’ lives by the daugh
ter of a W. Va. coalminer . . . “Red Menace or Yellow Journal
ism? ” on the downs and ups of American media treatment of 
new China . . .  a lyric piece on people-to-people friendship by 
playwright Alice Childress. All this plus 10 pages of color pho
tos, a centerfold of a Chinese peasant painting, two contrasting 
reviews of the CBS/TV documentary Shanghai, book reviews, a 
Joyce Chen recipe, rare photos of longtime Americans friends of 
China like W.E.B. DuBois and Edgar Snow, and Langston Hughes’ 
powerful poem “Roar China! ”
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Coming issues feature exlcusive interviews with Chou En-lai by 
William Hinton; articles on national minorities in China by Sian 
Snow, Vicki Garvin, and others; a symposium on the anti-Confu- 
cius/Lin Piao campaign by foreigh experts living in Peking; Ruth 
and Victor Sidel on urban neighborhood organization; Robert 
Allen of The Black Scholar on how the Cultural Revolution trans
formed the trade unions; interviews with well-known Americans

position to rightism as an ideological enemy, but it must 
also take into account the varied forms of ultra-“leftism” 
which cover revisionism when the revisionists can no long
er cover for themselves. The party must develop its poli
tical unity through the most consistent struggle against 
those who would deny the proletariat its organized van
guard, those who refuse to take Marxism to the workers, 
those who refuse to work inside the trade unions, those 
who liquidate the united front, and those who do not re
cognize the right of nations to self-determination. Only 
by waging these struggles, will a new Marxist-Leninst par
ty have the ideological strength to lead a successful revolu
tionary movement in the UJS.

Fifty-seven years ago, the Russian Revolution initiated a 
new era in history. Today, as Mao Tsetung has said, “Re
volution is the main trend in the world.” All over the 
world, the revolutionary movement, and the struggles for 
independence and national liberation are growing and win
ning great victories. Our struggle to build a new party in 
this country and lead the working class in battle, is a part 
of this great trend which is sure to bring a final end to the 
evils of the capitalist system.

new magazine 
for Americans

on women, health, and education in China. Plus poetry, TV and 
book reviews, decorative centerfolds, and more fine color photos.

New China is published by the US-China Friendship Associa
tion, an independent, nonprofit organization whose goal is active 
and lastind friendship, based on mutual understanding, between 
the Chinese and American people.

I want to subscribe to “New China” for one year (4 issues). 
Enclosed is $4.00

1 want to subscribe to “New China” for one year and recieve 
the special first issue..^Enclosed is $5.00

Name

Address

City State Zip

Make checks payable to “New China” Magazine and send to: 
U.S.-China Peoples Friendship Association Rm. 1228 
41 Union Square West, New York, N.Y. 10003
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CHINA FRIENDSHIP ASSOC. 
HOLDS FOUNDING MEETING
Los Angeles—As the 25 th anniversary of the founding of the People’s Republic of China approached, a great step for

ward was taken in furthering the friendship between the people of this country and the people of China. The national 
U.S.-China People’s Friendship Association was formally founded at a convention held in Los Angeles from August 31 
toSepL2.

More than 300 representatives and observers from more than 30 local associations were present to initiate the new or
ganization. Following the opening of the convention, more than 1,500 people attended a rally which was addressed by 
writer Han Suyin. The convention adopted resolutions on organizational structure, elected a national steering commit
tee and decided to publish a national journal, New China.

The three-day convention heard much debate and discussion concerning the character of the new organization. One 
debate focused around a paper, coming out of a minority position of the Atlanta chapter, called “Walking on Two Legs, 
Leaning to One Side.”

The paper placed the main stress on “specifically aiming toward reaching the middle class.” However in the workshop 
on community outreach this proposal found itself in an overwhelming minority and never reached the floor of the con
vention itself. This reflected the view of most of the convention’s participants that the Friendship Association must be 
broad-based and that special work must be done to bring China-U.S. friendship to the working people and minorities as 
well as to the middle class.

The main discussions around the question of structure dealt with the problem of on the one hand, having a strong 
• national organization, with spokespeople and a representative voice to the masses; while on the other hand, avoiding bu

reaucracy or domination of the organization from the top, thereby hindering mass, democratic participation. Although 
this contradiction could not fully be resolved at this early date some measures were taken in that direction, as national 
leadership was elected which was fairly representative of the work going on locally to build the association. Resolutions 
were passed aimed at keeping national leadership responsive to the local organizations and making sure that most of the 
steering committee at least had support from the majority of local members. ,

Perhaps the most heated debate arose around the publication of “New China.” The first issue of this expensive, full- 
color journal was sold at the convention. While some chapters declared their outright opposition to publishing such a 
costly national magazine, for fear that it would sap local funds and resources, the majority of the convention voiced 
approval, with reservations. One worry the delegates had stemmed from the expense involved in financing a full-time 
paid staff for the magazine. How responsible will this staff be to the membership, whether or not the journal will sell, 
at a dollar a copy, and to whom it will be directed, were some of the questions discussed by many. The practice of the 
coming year will serve as the only basis for answering most of these questions. A compromise resolution was passed, 
proposed by delegate Koji Ariyoshi of Hawaii, which called for keeping subscription money held in escrow for a def
inite period until the magazine becomes solvent and stable. In this way, if it does not succeed, the people’s money 
can be returned.

While many questions regarding the political content of China-U.S. Friendship were left unsettled, it was generally felt 
that the association shouldn’t involve itself in the political movement, but should limit itself to building friendship be
tween the two peoples. However there are still many points to be debated as to what friendship means. For example, 
what about raising the struggle to restore Taiwan to China or connecting China-U.S. friendship with the fight against di
scrimination of Asian-Americans? Such questions were not resolved at the convention.

The organization is just beginning and many problems have been left unsettled after this first national convention. But 
all the delegates seemed to agree that this vas a fine beginning. A message was sent to the convention from the Chinese 
People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries in Pekingreading; “Deep appreciation for your efforts in pro
moting friendship and mutual understanding between the Chinese and American peoples.”

The convention ended with representatives singing “Long Live U.S.-China Friendship! ”


